Dear T&T Parent/Guardian,
We are very pleased to have your child in Truth &Training (T&T) this year at Appleton Community
Evangelical Free Church! It is a privilege to work together with you in the spiritual, mental, and social
training of your child. The T&T club is for children in the third through sixth grade. Children in T&T have
2 different uniforms and earn awards for their achievement in their handbooks. The awards are worn on
their jersey-style uniform. Handbooks include Bible memorization and other Bible centered activities.
Here is some information to help you better understand the program.
Start Zone Entrance Books: When starting T&T Club, children in 3rd-6th grade will be given one of the
two T&T Start Zone Entrance Booklets, depending on grade level. This booklet introduces the Gospel
and basic Bible Concepts. It is recommended that parents/guardians initial each section on the entrance
booklet to indicate their child has worked on those sections prior to club. Once the Start Zone Entrance
booklet is complete, T&T clubbers can receive their uniform.
Handbooks: Essentially, T&T is like two clubs in one, as it is split between Ultimate Adventure and
Ultimate Challenge. There are 4 total handbooks, 2 Ultimate Adventure handbooks and 2 Ultimate
Challenge books. Upon completion of one of the Start Zones, clubbers will be placed in the appropriate
T&T handbook. When T&T clubbers are reciting verses, they are required to say the reference (ex: John
3:16) as well as the verse. The leader can give them two helps during the reciting of the verse. If he/she
requires more than two helps, then they will be asked to work on the verse some more. At the end of
the AWANA year, book awards are given for the completion of the books. Children will learn the most
from their handbooks if parents go over the lessons and review the verses at home, which is why we
recommend that parents initial each section in the handbooks. We encourage you take an active role in
your clubbers experience. Look at their books, encourage them as they memorize the verses, and let
them practice in the car as you are riding along.
T&T Uniforms:
Ultimate Adventure: T&T Ultimate Adventure clubbers wear a green, jersey-style shirt. As they
complete sections in their handbook, they earn Discovery Emblem patches that are ironed or sewn on
their shirt. Clubbers can choose the color and location of their patches. See more information in the
handbook.
Ultimate Challenge: T&T Ultimate Challenge clubbers wear a blue, jersey-style shirt. As they
complete sections in their handbook, they earn patches to place on the white portion of their shirts.
Clubbers may choose which of the 16 emblems and place them anywhere they desire on the white part
of their jersey uniform. See more information in the handbook.

